
What are they and how do they apply to your business?

Sustainable Development Goals



Introduction

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (sometimes also known as Global Goals) are a collection

of 17 interlinked global goals designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable

future for all". 

The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly and are intended to be

achieved by the year 2030. They are included in a UN Resolution called the 2030 Agenda. The SDGs

were developed in the Post-2015 Development Agenda as the future global development framework

to succeed the Millennium Development Goals which ended in 2015.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) recognise that ending poverty and other deprivations

must go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and education, reduce inequality, and

spur economic growth – all while tackling climate change and working to preserve our oceans and

forests.

When developing your business's sustainable strategy you should be considering the SDGs.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_General_Assembly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_General_Assembly_resolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-2015_Development_Agenda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals


What are the SDGs?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XTBYMfZyrM&t=1s


How can you implement them?

We all have an important role in achieving the 17 goals. Innovating, developing and

implementing ideas and technologies that will move the world closer to reaching these goals.

Of course, certain development goals will play a different role in your company’s strategy.

Your location, the size of the company and the industry can all impact how to identify the key

SDGs. Finding ways to implement and integrate the goals together with your local

communities and stakeholders is key. 



Time to take action
What are some of the simple ways companies can

integrate SDGs into business strategy? Here are five

simple examples.

What goals are key to your

business?
All SDGs are important but your business might not

have the capability to implement all of them. A small

UK based business might find it difficult to create an

impact in goal number six (Clean Water and

Sanitation). Instead, its approach to conducting

business could have a big impact on goal 12

(Responsible Consumption and Production).  That's

why it’s crucial for businesses to understand they don’t

need to integrate all goals into action – especially at

once – but they should pick the ones that they can

have the most impact on.
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Improve awareness
Companies can integrate the goals as part of their

business strategy by ensuring awareness of SDGs

reaches different stakeholders. Once you have a

strategy to implement the goals relevant to your

business create a document or presentation explaining

what you will be doing and share with your team... 
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Prioritise equal employment 
For most companies, the easiest way to tackle some of

the goals is through better employment policies. This

means becoming an inclusive employer and reaching

out to communities that might not generally get the

opportunity to participate in the industry – having

apprentice opportunities for young people in poor and

ethnic minority communities and ensuring the

company has a gender balance in terms of

employment.
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Be more transparent
One simple, yet effective way to incorporate the goals

into your sustainability strategy is simply by enhancing

your transparency. Include more information about

where, when and how you are sourcing your business

materials, what your hiring criteria are, and so on. This

will force companies to look at these questions but

also make it easier for customers to make informed

decisions.
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Look at your supply chain
For a number of companies, the big impact will be on

how the company selects and manages its suppliers.

Even if the company implements green policies at its

office, its suppliers might not share the same values.

Therefore, it’s essential for companies to integrate the

goals into launching partnerships and engage with

suppliers that share the same philosophy.
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https://avieco.com/what-we-do/sustainable-products/supply-chain-environmental-and-social-impact-assessment/


Involvement and integration
According to a research by PwC, 71% of businesses admit to planning how they can

engage with SDGs. Companies understand the impact they can have and the value

that focusing on these goals can provide to their organisation. Indeed, 90% of people

feel it’s important for businesses to participate in the achievement of SDGs. Therefore,

for a business, involvement and integration of these goals isn’t just ethically

important, it can also make a lot of business sense.

Please get in touch if you need any help or advice thinking about how you can

integrate the SDGs into your business. 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/SDG/SDG%20Research_FINAL.pdf



